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Why are you fascinated by the love letters
of the greats? Why do you find yourself
constantly wishing you could write like a
Napoleon or Beethoven -- in love. You
can! The one thing you have in common
with these great men and love letter writers
is access to feelings. And, being in or on
your way out of love, will bring those
feelings to the forefront. Yes, the secret to
writing an amazing love letter is tapping
into your own deep well of emotions, no
matter how big or small, simple or
complex, straight-forward or nuanced.
Feelings can be coaxed from their hiding
places, pulled onto paper, and tamed into
pure and perfect words. Vintage
Soul-Sharing: How to Write a Love Letter
with Feeling, takes you through a practical
step-by-step guide to recognizing your
deepest feelings, claiming inspiration from
them, and writing that great love letter that
only you can write.
#ValentinesDay
#ValentinesDay2016
#LoveLetters
#WriteLoveLetters
Visit:
https://vintagesoulsharing.wordpress.com
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